
The Planck constant,

its units and the kg.

Number of ppt images is 32



c = 299 792 458 m s-1

c = 29.979 245 8 cm ns-1

value of a quantity = numerical value x units

QUANTITY CALCULUS (Maxwell)

c/(m s-1) = 299 792 458 

c/(cm ns-1) = 29.979 245 8 



c = 299 792 458 m s-1

c = 29.979 245 8 cm ns-1

value of a quantity = numerical value x units

QUANTITY CALCULUS (Maxwell)

NOT QUANTITY CALCULUS 

c = 299 792 458 m s-1

d = 29.979 245 8 cm ns-1

Numerical value of d = 10-7 x Numerical value of c

c=d = the value of the speed of light 



The units we use for frequency

Suppose ν = 100 cycle s-1   = 2π x 100 radian s-1. 

In SI we omit the units of angular measure:
ν = 100 s-1

ω = 2π x 100 s-1

SI obscures things further by saying s-1 = Hz: 

ν = ω but ratio of numerical values is 2π

In SI we write ω = 2π x 100 radian s-1

ν = 100 Hz 

ω = 2π x 100 Hz



Spectroscopists should 

always explicitly state 

whether a frequency is 

in cycle s-1 or radian s-1. 

Also the Hz should be 

defined as cycle s-1.
Now to the Planck constant
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Planck (black bodies) E = hν

Einstein (photons) E = hν

Light has particle-wave duality

De Broglie (particles) E = hν, p = h/λ

Bohr (H-atom): 

Spectral lines have hν = (E1 – E2)

Stationary states have quantized  

angular momentum = nh/2π.     

h arises in Physics when there is quantization



Dirac, Proc. Roy. Soc., A112, 661-677 (1926)

Schrödinger, Ann. D. Phys., 79, 361-376 (1926)

Heisenberg, Zeits. f. Phys., 33, 879-893 (1925)

Schrödinger wave equation has K = h/2π

Dirac writes:  “where ħ is (2π)-1 times 

the usual Planck’s constant”

Introduction of ħ notation. Dirac visited Malta?

Quantum mechanics: 

Note ω and h/2π

For the harmonic oscillator 

Heisenberg gets:



Pp 86-87 from Dirac’s Book “The Principles of Quantum Mechanics” (1930)

Dirac’s introduction of ħ

Now to the units of the Planck constant

Dirac develops an equation that involves the quantum mechanical 

equivalent of a classical Poisson bracket. This equation involves a 

real constant for which he uses the symbol ħ.

He then says:



c = 299 792 458 m s-1

The value of c is 

fixed by Mother Nature

The numerical value of c in m s-1

is determined using the definitions of the

metre and of the second

1960 – 1983: The definition of the speed 

of light using the metre and the second.

The metre is the length equal to 1 650 763.73

wavelengths of the “krypton 6057 Å line.”

The second is the duration of 9 192 631 770  

periods of the “9.19 GHz 133Cs hfs transition.” 



c = 299 792 458 m s-1

The value of c is 

fixed by Mother Nature

The numerical value of c

in m s-1 is now FIXED to be this.

The post-1983 definition of the metre

The metre is the length of the path travelled by 

light in vacuum in 1/(299 792 458) s.

The second is the duration of 9 192 631 770  

periods of the “9.19 GHz 133Cs hfs transition.” 

The numerical value used was determined in a precise spectroscopy

experiment so that new metre is consistent with the “Krypton metre.”
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c = λν

CODATA least squares fitted value is 299 792 458 m s-1



h = 6.626 070 15 x 10-34 kg m2 s-1

The value of h is 

fixed by Nature

The numerical value of h

in kg m2 s-1 is FIXED to be this.

The 2019 definition of the kilogram

The metre is the length of the path travelled by 

light in vacuum in 1/(299 792 458) s.

The effect of this equation is to define the kg.

The second is the duration of 9 192 631 770  

periods of the “9.19 GHz 133Cs hfs transition.” 



h = 6.626 070 15 x 10-34 kg m2 s-1

The value of h is 

fixed by Nature

The numerical value of h

in kg m2 s-1 is FIXED to be this.

The 2019 definition of the kilogram

The metre is the length of the path travelled by 

light in vacuum in 1/(299 792 458) s.

The effect of this equation is to define the kg.

The second is the duration of 9 192 631 770  

periods of the “9.19 GHz 133Cs hfs transition.” 

BUT HOW DO WE GET 

THESE UNITS?



E = hν,  so h is Energy/Frequency

The units of h

Thus, if we measure frequency in radians s-1

the units for h are 

J/(radian s-1) = J s radian-1 = kg m2 s-1 radian-1. 

And, if we measure frequency in cycle s-1

the units for h are 

J/(cycle s-1) = J s cycle-1 = kg m2 s-1 cycle-1. 

h = 6.626 070 15 x 10-34 kg m2 s-1

The 2019 SI definition of the kg

Energy: Units are  J = kg m2 s-2

Frequency: Units are  radian s-1 or cycle s-1



The correct use of quantity calculus:

h =  6.626 070 150 x 10-34 J s cycle-1

h =  1.054 571 818 x 10-34 J s radian-1

Numerical value of 

PC in J s radian-1 =  
Numerical value of 

PC in J s cycle-1

h/(J s radian-1)  =  [h/(J s cycle-1)]/2π

/2π

The Planck constant is action per angular degree of freedom.
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In the SI one writes:

h =  6.626 070 150 x 10-34 J s cycle-1

ħ =  1.054 571 818 x 10-34 J s radian-1

Numerical value of 

ħ in J s radian-1
=  

Numerical value of 

h in J s cycle-1

In SI we say ħ = h/2π. We really have ħ = h. 

In SI we use ħ to designate

The Planck constant /(J s radian-1)

/2π

Despite Dirac’s comment about ħ we have h = ħ

cycle-1 and radian-1

omitted in SI



h and ħ are each the value 

of the Planck constant.

The former uses the 

units J s cycle-1, and 

the latter uses the 

units J s radian-1.

Their numerical values

are in the ratio 2π.



An idea!

hertz = cycle/sec,

so we could introduce 

ħertz = radian/sec.

hertz = Hz

ħertz = Ħz



We are now going to look at 

how we measure h



Millikan (Phys. Rev., 7, 355 (1916)) was the first person

to make a good determination of the value of the Planck

constant. He used the photoelectric effect. He wanted to 

test Einstein’s theory that the energy of a photon is given 

by

E = hν

Millikan thought Einstein’s theory was wrong, 

and he wanted to prove Einstein wrong.

Robert Millikan

1868-1953

Phys. Rev., 7, 355 (1916)
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Einstein’s theory, E(photon) = hν, leads to the prediction

of the photoelectron kinetic energy as a function of ν:

For all materials the slope of Ekin vs frequency has slope h.

W0/h
ν

0

Ekin = hν – W0

Electron

kinetic 

energy

Frequency of radiation

Millikan separates Einstein’s theory, E(photon) = hν, 

from the “Einstein equation” Ekin = hν – W0. He verifies

the Einstein equation, but questions Einstein’s theory. 

W0 is the work

function: The 

energy needed to

remove an electron.

W0 = hν0



Millikan’s paper describes 10 years of work in which he used cleaned 

lithium and sodium surfaces (in vacuo) with seven different mercury lines 

(from 2399 Å to 5461 Å) to measure electron energy as a function of 

frequency. He confirmed Einstein’s equation .

Towards the end of his paper Millikan writes:

)Ekin = hν – W0



NO UNITS GIVEN

(it is in cgs units)

Millikan’s grudging summary:



Now to the last 

measurement of the Planck 

constant. Used in the 2019 

redefinition of the kilogram
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1889-2019
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Two highly precise experimental methods 

for determining the Planck constant 

Using a Kibble balance

(improved Watt balance)

with a standard 1 kg mass

X-ray crystal density 



Achim Leistner at the Australian Centre for Precision Optics 

(ACPO) holding a one-kilogram single-crystal silicon sphere 

prepared for the International Avogadro Coordination

One determines the number of Silicon atoms in a highly 

polished sphere of 28Si with a mass of one kilogram. 

X-ray crystal density

h is  proportional to 1/NA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Achim_Leistner


Use quantity calculus to obtain an easy

to understand comparison of the results 

h = 6.626 070 15 x 10-34 J s

h/(10-34 J s) = 6.626 070 15

h/(10-34 J s) – 6.626 0 = 0.000 070 15

[h/(10-34 J s) -6.626 0] x 105 = 7.015

Results from several labs since 2011 

tabulated in Metrologia 55(2018) L13-L16



7.015

7.0133(60)

h = 6.626 070 15 x 10-34 J s

.

.
. .

.
.

IAC    International

NIST  USA

NRC  Canada

NMIJ Japan

LNE   France



The last determination of the numerical 

value of the Planck constant!

Millikan’s paper was the first.

NRC-17



After fixing the numerical value of h, 

the Kibble balance will become an

instrument for measuring absolute mass

The kilogram artifact in France will be

dispensed with, although we could then 

determine its constancy. 

The Planck constant is not the only 

fundamental constant to get a defined 

numerical value in 2019.



kg

ampere

K

mole

Redefined

base unit

See www.bipm.org
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EXTRA SLIDES FOR QUESTIONS





Kibble

Measure I needed for balance



Kibble

Measure U and v



BL = mg/I = U/v

Kibble

FROM 1



BL = mg/I = U1/v mgv = U1I  

The mass m is a 1 kg or 0.5 kg standard mass

Measure force difference between gravitational and em forces using a 

comparator

Measure local acceleration due to gravity, g using a gravimeter

Measure the velocity of the coil, v using interferometer and Cs clock

Measure voltage U1 using the Josephson effect

U1 = h ν1 /(2 e).  U to ν conversion.

Measure current I by measuring R using the quantum Hall effect

I = U2/R = e ν2 / 2.       

mgv = h ν1 ν2 / 4 

h = 4 mgv /(ν1 ν2 ) 

From exp 1From exp 2



First experiment

Langley 1886

More experiments

Paschen and Wien

1896-1899

Wien gets empirical

expression:

Kλ = bλ-5/[exp(a/λT)]

experiment

Rayleigh and Jeans:

Kλ = 2ckTλ-4

Classical theory

for T=5000 K

Spectral Distribution Function I(λ,T) = Kλ

of Black-Body Radiation. The Wien expression.

5000 Å

20000 cm-1

3333 cm-1



First experiment

Langley 1886

More experiments

Paschen and Wien

1896-1899

experiment

Rayleigh and Jeans:

Kλ = 2ckTλ-4

Classical theory

for T=5000 K

Spectral Distribution Function I(λ,T) = Kλ

of Black-Body Radiation. Wien is no good at large λ.

experiments to 50 μm1899 Lummer, Pringsheim, Rubens, and Kurlbaum 

At large λ fits Kλ = 2ckTλ-4
Wien no good at long wavelengths

Wien gets empirical

expression:

Kλ = bλ-5/[exp(a/λT)]



Planck ‘adds’ this “-1” to

the denominator of Wien’s

expression. Fits at high λ.

Max Planck (1900): Fits Black Body Radiation

AN EMPIRICAL FIT



Max Planck(1900): DERIVES his Distribution Law by

assuming Black Body “oscillators” are quantized

Planck’s Distribution Law

eλ = Cλ-5 /[exp(c’/λT) – 1]

C = 2hc2

c’/λT = hν/kT

E = hν

The birth of the

Planck constant

“Oscillators” in the 

BB are quantized Leads to

Rayleigh-Jeans classical expression

eλ = 2ckTλ-4

At large λ:  exp(c’/λT) = 1 + (c’/λT), and we get 



1879-1955

“On a heuristic viewpoint concerning the

production and transformation of light.”

Einstein’s famous paper with the title:

Einstein (1905): EM radiation is Quantized

Introduces photons with energy E = hν

“It endowed Planck’s quantum hypothesis with physical reality. The

oscillators for which Planck proposed energy quantization were

fictitious, and his theory for blackbody radiation lacked obvious

physical consequences. But the radiation theory for which Einstein

proposed energy quantization was real, and his theory had

immediate physical consequences.”

D. Kleppner, Physics Today, February 2005 page 30.



But not unit-less

radian-1

eix = cos x + i sin x x is the numerical value of the angle in radians

Thus S/ħ has to be numerical value in radians. S is numerical value in erg s, 

so we must use numerical value of the Planck constant in erg s radian-1.

Landau and Lifshitz,   Page 20

Quantum Mechanics 
Wave optics and geometrical optics

Everything in red added by us in this image.

Landau and Lifshitz do not explain why they use the numerical value of ħ.



Because it is the argument of exp, S/ħ has to 

be the numerical value of the quantity in radians.

S is in J s, so ħ has to be h in J s radian-1

In the Path Integral Formulation of QM we 

need the quantum of action to be in J s radians-1

The Path Integral Formulation states that the 

transition amplitude is the integral of exp(iS/ħ) 

over all possible routes from the initial to the 

final state. S is the classical action (in J s).


